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Magnetic Frustration Induced Formation of the Spin-Peierls Phase in CuGeO3:
Experimental Evidence
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Measurements of the magnetostriction of single crystalline CuGeO3 at temperatures between 2 and
60 K and for magnetic fields up to 14 T are presented. At low temperatures the magnetostrict
is dominated by changes of the spontaneous strains at the phase transitions characteristic for
Peierls systems. At higher temperatures a magnetoelastic coupling is found which is unexpectedly l
and strongly anisotropic. A comparison of the magnetostriction well above the spin-Peierls transit
temperatureTSP and the thermal expansion anomalies atTSP yields a striking correlation between
the uniaxial pressure dependencies of the spin-susceptibility andTSP . It is argued that this strongly
supports electronic models of the spin-Peierls transition in CuGeO3 which are based on competing
antiferromagnetic intrachain interactions. [S0031-9007(96)00828-9]

PACS numbers: 75.80.+q, 75.10.Jm, 75.50.Ee
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During the past three years extensive experimental s
ies have revealed that many properties of CuGeO3 are
well described by a model of spin-1y2 Heisenberg chain
which exhibit a spin-Peierls (SP) transition at a temp
ture TSP . 14 K [1–5]. Specifically this applies to th
experimental evidence at temperatures belowTSP which
establish the existence of a dimerized (D) phase. In par
ticular, lattice dimerization [2], a spin-gap scaling with t
lattice distortion [3], and a magnetic field versus temp
ture phase diagram [1,4] have been observed which
consistent with an SP scenario. Although it turns out
analogous to the well known organic SP compounds
properties of the ordered phase are well described
theory of Cross and Fisher (CF) [6], serious discrepan
arise for the remaining phases. According to CF’s the
TSP is determined by the ratio of the spin lattice coupl
constantl and the frequencyv0 of the phonon, which
softens at the phase transition, i.e.,TSP . 1.02slyv0d2.
Qualitatively consistent with this, soft phonons aboveTSP
have been observed in those organic chain compou
where the predicted transition temperature is experim
tally accessible [7,8]. In contrast to this, a preexisting
phonon has not been detected in CuGeO3 so far. More-
over, CF’s theory is based on the one-dimensional s
1y2 Heisenberg model (J model). Yet there is a strikin
disagreement between the experimentally observed
netic susceptibilityx in the uniform (U) phase of CuGeO3,
i.e., for T . TSP , and theoretical analysis of theJ model
[1,9,10]. Intimately related to this, a consistent interpre
tion of the magnetic properties of CuGeO3 in terms of the
J model alone seems impossible leading to markedly
ferent values of the exchange coupling constantJ [1,3,11].

In principle the deviation between CF’s theory and
periment may originate from various sources such as,
the finite interchain interactions [3] or a nonlinear co
pling between magnetic and lattice degrees of freed
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At present, and to the best of our knowledge, calculati
which incorporate one or both of these effects and lea
an improved agreement with the magnetic properties
CuGeO3 have not been reported. Fortunately, howev
such agreement has been found in recent theore
studies of the dynamic spin susceptibilityxsq, vd using
a model of competing intrachain magnetic interactio
[9,10]. Qualitatively, sizable frustration of the magne
exchange in CuGeO3 can be inferred from a linear comb
nation of atomic orbital description of the atomic orbita
in the one-dimensional CuO2 chains of CuGeO3 [9]. To
model these competing interactions aJ-J 0 model has
been invoked [9,10]. HereJ (J 0) refers to nearest (next
nearest)-neighbor Cu-spin exchange coupling. In fa
assuming J . 150 2 170 K and J 0yJ . 0.24 2 0.36
convincing agreement is obtained between the model
culations [9,10] and measured NMR as well as inelas
neutron scattering data. Most important, theory for
J-J 0 model predicts a critical ratiogc  J 0

cyJ for a spin
gap to develop in the magnetic excitation spectrum. T
gap opens irrespective of lattice distortions or spin-latt
interactions. Existence of this gap is established exactl
the Marjumdar-Gosh pointJ 0yJ  1y2 [12] and by addi-
tional studies [9,10,13] which strongly suggestgc ø 0.25.

Consequently, both the SP mechanism as well as
frustration of the antiferromagnetic exchange are of sim
significance: they both can lead to a dimerization of
spin system. Thus it is tempting to suggest that the
phase in CuGeO3 is stabilized not only by spin-lattice
coupling, as in CF’s theory, but also by the frustrati
of magnetic exchange. As pointed out in Ref. [9] th
additional stabilization may be of special importance,
J 0yJ is close to the critical valuegc.

In this Letter we report a comparative study of t
magnetostriction and the thermal expansion of CuGe3.
Our data reveal a striking correlation between the press
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in theU phase
and the SP transition temperature. We argue that this
relation allows for a natural interpretation in terms of
singleparameter dependence ofTSP on the magnetic frus-
tration and moreover suggest thatTSP is rather insensitive
to the lattice dynamics. This strongly supports the conc
of an SP transition in CuGeO3 which is driven by compet-
ing magnetic interactions.

First we focus on the magnetostriction, which is t
length changefLsH, Td 2 Ls0, T dgyLs0, Td  DLyL of a
sample as function of the magnetic fieldH at fixed tem-
peratureT . All experiments were performed on a CuGeO3

single crystal grown by a floating zone technique [1
Data were recorded at temperatures between 2 and 6
in magnetic fields up to 14 T using a high resolution c
pacitance dilatometer. According to the measuredsH, T d
phase diagram of the SP compounds [4], which we rep
in the insets of Fig. 1 (left panel), at high fields an inco
mensurate magnetic phase (I) is expected forT & 11 K,
whereas for higher temperatures theU phase will occur.
At the corresponding critical fieldsHIsUd

C sT d a first (sec-
ond) order phase transition into theI (U) phase occurs
As shown for two selectedsH, T d paths in Fig. 1 (left
panel) this leads to huge anomalies in the magnetostric
at T , TSP sH  0d. A detailed discussion of the magne
tostriction in the ordered phases will be given elsewhe

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the magnetic field d
pendence of the normalized lattice constantb for T .

TSP . It displays a finite magnetostriction for CuGeO3

even in theU phase. Interestingly, the magnetostricti
changes sign atTSP sH  0d and moreover remains finit
at temperatures even far above the SP transition. Thus
negative slope≠bsH, T dy≠H for T . TSP sH  0d is not
due to fluctuations of the SP order parameter. As obvi
from the inset in the right panel of Fig. 1 we observe
decrease of the lattice constantb proportional toH2 over
hs

ts.
es

pen-
y

FIG. 1. Magnetostriction of the lattice constantb in CuGeO3.
Left: T , TSP s0d. The arrows in the insets indicate the pat
in the H-T phase diagram. Right: Magnetostriction in theU
phase. The inset shows the normalized lattice constantb versus
H2 for various temperatures.
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the entire temperature range studied aboveTSP . This tem-
perature dependence is rather weak and features a b
maximum at approximately 30 K. Finally, the magne
striction is of similar absolute magnitude and tempe
ture dependence also along thea and c directions. For
T  60 K this is depicted in the lower left panel of Fig.
This figure demonstrates a pronounced anisotropy of
magnetostriction with the lattice constanta scd increasing
(decreasing) as a function of increasing magnetic field

The magnetostriction allows for a direct interpretati
in terms of the pressure dependence of the magn
susceptibility. This can be understood by expanding
free energyF of theU phase in terms of the magnetic fie
H and the stress tensors

FsH, sd  F0 1
1
2

X
ab

x0
abHaHb 1

X
ij

e0
ijsij

1
1
2

X
abij

mab
ij HaHbsij

1
1
4

X
abijkl

mab
ijklHaHbsijskl 1 · · · , (1)

where roman subscripts label lattice directions.x
0
ab and

e
0
ij refer to the susceptibility and strain tensor at zero fi

and stress, respectively. The expansion (1) which yie
a field independent susceptibility and a magnetostric
proportional toH2 is sufficient to describe theU phase up
to 14 T [4]. Using (1) the longitudinal magnetostrictio
i.e., ejj for a fixed j, divided by theH2

i y2 is identical
to the uniaxial pressure derivative of the susceptibility
vanishing pressure

2ejj

H2
i


≠3F

≠H2
i ≠sjj

É
s0


≠xii

≠sjj

É
s0

 2
≠xii

≠pj

É
p0

,

(2)

wherepj  2sjj are the uniaxial pressure componen
In Fig. 2 we show the diagonal pressure derivativ
FIG. 2. Uniaxial pressure dependencies≠xiiy≠pi jp!0 in
CuGeO3 versus temperature. The hydrostatic pressure de
dence of the averaged susceptibility (h) has been calculated b
adding the≠xiiy≠pi weighted by theg values [15].
1625
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≠xiiy≠pi in the U phase between 16 and 60 K as o
tained from (2). From the absolute values of≠xiiy≠pi

we estimate a rather large magnetoelastic coupling
CuGeO3. In particular, for pressures parallel to th
b axis the average susceptibilitȳx  sxaa 1 xbb 1

xccdy3 (see Fig. 2 caption) at 60 K increases by mo
than 5% per GPa. For a comparison with measu
ments as a function of hydrostatic pressures we h
also calculated the hydrostatic pressure derivative ox̄.
We obtain an initial slope≠x̄s60 Kdy≠pjp0  3.6s6d 3

1027 emuygyGPa in fair agreement to measurements
finite pressure up to 1.2 GPa yielding≠x̄s60 Kdy≠p .
5 3 1027 emuygyGPa [16].

Per se,our measurement of a nonzero magnetostric
in the uniform phase does not imply any new physi
leaving aside the fact that—to our knowledge—we ha
performed the first measurement of this quantity for a
of the known SP systems. In fact, CF’s theory requi
the exchange coupling constant to depend on the str
i.e., J  Jseijd, and therefore it implies a finite magn
toelastic coupling aboveTSP . Next, however, we com
bine these results with the pressure sensitivity of the
transition temperature and reveal a remarkable corr
tion of both quantities. Because of Ehrenfest’s relatio
the uniaxial pressure derivatives≠TSPy≠pi are propor-
tional to the anomaliesDai of the thermal expansion co
efficients ai at TSP [5]. These anomalies are huge a
strongly anisotropic. To allow for a precise and quan
tative comparison of≠TSPy≠pi and the uniaxial pressur
dependencies of̄x, we have determined both the therm
expansion and the magnetostriction during a single m
suring run, i.e., on the same single crystal with exac
the same orientation. The thermal expansion anoma
are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. We stress that
relative variationsjf≠TSPy≠pigyTSP j are extremely large
ke
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FIG. 3. Left: Anisotropy of the magnetostriction in CuGeO3

at 12 and 60 K. Right: Thermal expansion of CuGeO3. The
Dai denote the largest deviation from the background (bro
lines). The uniaxial pressure dependencies obtained from
Dai amount to23.8s5d, 7.2s4d, and 1.6s4d KyGPa for p k a,
p k b, andp k c, respectively (see Ref. [5]).
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and amount up to 50% per GPa. Most important, ho
ever, the anisotropy of the anomalies is very similar
that of the magnetostriction in theU phase. In fact,
comparing all three ratios of the uniaxial pressure
pendenciesf≠TSPy≠pigyf≠x̄sT dy≠pig for a fixed tempera-
ture, e.g.,T  60 K, far aboveTSP we find 1.6(3), 1.6(3),
and 1.3(5) 107 K gyemu for i into thea, b, andc direc-
tions, respectively. As is evident from Fig. 3≠xiiy≠pi

displays only a weak temperature variation which impl
that the latter ratios are nearly temperature indepen
for all T . 25 K. Therefore, though bothx as well as
TSP exhibit strongly anisotropic uniaxial pressure deriv
tives, involving different signs and magnitudes, their
spective ratio at fixedT is (within experimental error) a
single number. This strongly suggests that the pres
dependence ofx andTSP is based on a common variabl

It is this striking correlation between an increase (
crease) ofTSP and a corresponding increase (decrease
the susceptibility well aboveTSP which is the main experi
mental result of this Letter. It strongly suggests that
transition temperature is connected to the value of the m
netic susceptibility. We emphasize that this scaling beh
ior betweenxsT ¿ TSPd andTSP as function of pressur
is obtained from the experimental data without the use
any model or theory.

The pressure induced scaling of the susceptibilityx in
the U phase with the SP transition temperature implie
similar correlation between≠xiisT ¿ TSP dy≠pj and the
spontaneous strains of theD phase. This is related t
the fact that while≠TSPy≠pi is directly proportional to
Dai the spontaneous strains are determined by integra
ai with respect to the temperature (for details see [
Stated differently, one expects the magnetostriction ab
TSP to scale with the order parameter of the SP st
This is consistent with a comparison of our data in
upper and lower left panel of Fig. 3 where the magnitu
of the strain changes at the field drivenDyU transition
displays an anisotropy which is very similar to that of t
magnetostriction in theU phase. Moreover, this seems
pertain not only to the spontaneous strains of theD phase
but also to the magnetostriction belowTSP . Interestingly,
the latter is of opposite sign in theD as compared to th
U phase.

In the following we contrast our results against tw
possible scenarios for the SP transition in CuGeO3. First
we consider CF’s theory in which two sources exist wh
can lead to a finite pressure derivative≠TSPy≠pi . On
the one hand, the spin-lattice coupling constantl can be
nonlinear, i.e.,≠ly≠pi fi 0, and on the other hand the so
phonon frequencyv0 may depend on pressure, i.e.,v0 
v0spd. Since measurements at finite hydrostatic press
up top  1.2 GPa [16] show alinear increase ofTSP , we
exclude a significant nonlinear spin-lattice coupling a
source of the pressure dependence ofTSP . Furthermore,
at present, experimental evidence of a substantial, pres
induced phonon shift in CuGeO3 does not exist. Although
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this does not rule out future interpretation of a fin
≠TSPy≠pi based on CF’s theory in terms of a press
dependent soft phonon, we stress that within this scen
the correlation between the uniaxial pressure dependen
of x and TSP which we observe would be complete
accidental[17].

Second, we turn to electronic scenarios of the SP t
sition, based on theJ-J 0 model. In this model the ratio
≠xy≠sJ 0yJd is found to bepositive for T . TSP while
≠TSPy≠sJ 0yJd is negative. This effect has been observe
in numerical studies [9]. Therefore, a natural interpretat
of the correlation between the magnetoelastic couplin
theU phase and the uniaxial pressure dependencies ofTSP

is obtained by assuming that for CuGeO3 the frustration
J 0yJ increases under hydrostatic pressure. This is c
sistent with neutron scattering data [18]. Moreover, up
opening of the spin gap, i.e., atT # TSP , the J-J 0 model
predicts asign changeof ≠xy≠sJ 0yJd. In this respect it is
intriguing to note that, even though (2) has been deri
only for theU phase, it conforms with the measured si
change of the magnetostriction atTSP . Therefore our ex-
perimental data strongly support a theoretical descrip
of the SP transition in CuGeO3, in which competing mag
netic interactions play an important role.

Taking the preceding discussion serious we are for
to conclude that all possibly remaining parameters wh
may influenceTSP display only a relatively weak pressu
variation. Yet,j≠TSPy≠pi j is extremely large. In fact
measuring the transition temperature up top  1 GPa
[19], one may span an enormous interval of values ofTSP

ranging from 10 to 21 K forp k a andp k b, respectively.
Thus we are tempted to claim stabilization of the
phase in CuGeO3 based on magnetic frustration only. Th
strongly differs from the usual CF scenario.

Further detailed theoretical investigations of theJ-J 0

model including a finite spin-lattice coupling are high
desirable in order to check whether properties of CuGe3

can be obtained which are in better agreement with C
theory. Such calculations should also focus on the iss
raised in this Letter. For example, can variations of
ratio J 0yJ which lead to changes inxs60 Kd on the or-
der of only 5% lead to an increase ofTSP by up to.50%.
Moreover, clarification of these questions based on alte
tive approaches which describe either the susceptibilit
the U phase or the transition temperatureTSP of CuGeO3

remains an open problem. This pertains, e.g., to theo
incorporating finite interchain coupling.

In conclusion, we have presented measurements o
magnetostriction and the thermal expansion of CuGe3.
We find a pronounced, strongly anisotropic magnetoela
coupling in the uniform phase which, surprisingly, cor
io
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lates with the pressure sensitivity ofTSP and the sponta
neous strains of the dimerized phase. We have shown
this correlation provides strong experimental evidence
an SP transition in CuGeO3 which is strongly enhanced b
competing antiferromagnetic interactions.
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